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Answer five out of eight questions.

1. Marketing seeks to create value for customers. Explain briefly what “value” is and show how organisations can create value for customers in different ways.

2. “The boiled frog” is a way of illustrating how changes in the external environment can impact upon organisations. Explain briefly the concept of “the boiled frog” and use an example to show how external change has affected an organisation of your choice.

3. Explain briefly how the four major influences of consumer behaviour act upon individuals to affect their buying behaviour.

4. Explain the difference between segmentation and targeting. Use examples to illustrate the points you make.

5. Choose any two brands from the same market which have a different “positioning”. Draw a perceptual map to explain this.

6. Identify the four key challenges faced by marketers when working in a service environment. (Such as the hotel, entertainment or travel industry.)
7. Describe briefly all **seven** elements of the extended marketing mix. Why were **three** new elements added to the original **four** P’s?

8. Why do organisations seem to be embracing “corporate social responsibility” with greater enthusiasm in recent years?
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